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It is the best time to
immerse yourself in the
creative field of choice:
Nandita Abraham

Veg Kebab
Platter (left)
PHOTOS: HTCS

rof. Nandita Abraham is the
president of Pearl Academy,
and has over 25 years of
dynamic experience across corporates and academia. She is on the
FICCI Higher Education Committee, Executive Committee of IFFTI
and has been a member of the CII
National Committee of Design. In
an interview she talks about the
institution and more.
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For
authentic
biryani,
kebabs and
more
ne name that remains
synonymous with serving authentic, fresh
dum-cooked handi biryanis
and kebabs across Delhi-NCR
is Biryani By Kilo (BBK).
Ever since its launch, the
brand has received immense
love and accolades from food
connoisseurs. And recently,
Mutton
they launched scrumptious
Hyderabad
kebabs platters.
The newly-introduced vari- Biryani
ant comes in Veg and Non-Veg
Kebab Platter that have four
different kind of kebabs each
which comes in specially
designed kebab boxes. The
Veg Kebab platter includes
dabad, GuruVeg Galouti, Kaju Ki Seekh,
gram, Noida as well
Crispy Corn Stick and Kasturi
as Lucknow, Kanpur, Jaipur,
Paneer kebabs. The Non-Veg
Dehradun, Punjab, Bhopal,
Platter has Mutton Galouti,
Mumbai, Pune, BhubaneshChicken Seekh, Tawa Fish and
war, Kolkata, Patna, Ranchi,
Chicken Jamuni Tikka. Both
making it one of the most
the Kebab Platters are served
with mint chutney and a chef’s loved biryani and kebab delivery chains. Also, NCR patrons
special BBK spicy dip. For a
can go for Royal dine-in
refreshing twist, BBK has also
option at the BBK Connaught
added two complimentary
Place outlet.
lemonades with every kebab
Jindal adds, “BBK has lovplatter.
ingly served Hyderabadi, Kolk“BBK delivery is very popuata and Lucknowi Biryanis
lar across India for easy to
order, fresh and authentic pre- cooked the traditional way to
more than 1 million satisfied
mium biryanis and kebabs for
customers. All the meals are
celebrations as well as family
cooked at more than 250
evenings and office parties.
degree Celsius, that ensures
Our USP is to make fresh
the food is absolutely safe for
handi biryani for every indiconsumption.” BBK has taken
vidual order and deliver the
extra hygiene measures after
same handi to customers in
pandemic, which are listed on
which biryani is dum cooked.
their website under Safety
As most biryani companies
Standards.
were mostly reheating and
BBK menu also offers delisending bulk produced birycacies such as Chicken Ghee
anis to customers, we not only
Roast, a Mangalorean Chicken
ensure safety and hygiene but
recipe, Chicken and Paneer 65,
also freshness and great flaSeekh Kebab, Veg and Mutton
vours besides being ecoGaloutis, and desserts like
friendly,” says Vishal Jindal,
Phirni. BBK has lots of options
director and co-founder.
for vegetarians like Peshawari
Moreover, BBK has more
Chole, Kathal and Paneer Birythan 45 outlets in Delhi, Fari-

How are careers in creative
industries looking like in the
post-Covid world?
At the macro level and from a
long-term perspective, creative
industries continue to flourish and
have utilised the pandemic to
experiment, innovate and disrupt
with the help of technology. There
have been various factors at play
that are shaping the talent demand
and these factors are picking up
momentum. As per the 2021 report
by KPMG (India), Pearl Academy,
FICCI and FDCI titled ‘Future of
Jobs in Design, Fashion and Contemporary Media’ trends like experiential design, slow and sustainable fashion, increase in homegrown regional content and virtual
event platforms are defining the
knowledge and new skill sets
required in the creative workforce.
The report has analysed 160
emerging job roles in core and
allied creative sectors. So, one can
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Matka Phirni
anis, Paneer Nawabi and
Burani Raita, all of which are
from Nizami tradition.
BBK has also launched special packages for 5-20 people
get together for birthdays, new
year and other special occasions that can be celebrated in
comfort and safety of home.
For orders, call: 9555212212
or www.biryanibykilo.com.
Delivery timing: 10 AM – 11 PM
Biryanis starting from ₹ 325/
half kg.
Visit: www.facebook.com/
biryanibykilo and www.instagram.com/biryanibykilo/
HTC

It’s a selfless
organisation.
I can’t
imagine how
a soldier or
Army officer
stays away
from their
families. It’s
not like the
incentives
are high, it
comes from
respect,
integrity.
On being
proud to be
part of a
family that
has served
in the army
for five
generations
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One look at the Army tanks
in the Republic Day parade is
enough to fill one with
emotions of pride and
patriotism. Here’s one tank
that was spotted during the
full dress rehearsals at
Rajpath.
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Lighten up, just enjoy
life, smile more,
laugh more, and
don’t get so worked
up about things
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Ritu Phogat, Wrestler

imagine the abundance of avenues.
I would say this is the best time to
immerse yourself in the creative
field of choice, understand how
technology can take it to the next
level and passionately follow your
instincts.
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Creative
industries continue to
flourish and have
to
utilised the pandemic
and
experiment, innovate
of
lp
disrupt with the he
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How did Pearl Academy
ensure uninterrupted
learning for its students?
Digitised curriculum,
trained faculty in virtual
teaching and use of online
learning management tools
much before the pandemic
helped us in ensuring uninterrupted learning. We
focused more on developing
innovative methods of teachingbe it Instagram based modules or
helping students set up their home
studios for practical lessons as
they were not able to use labs and
studios in the campus. We sent
close to 2500 customised home
studio kits depending on the curriculum requirement. A showcase
of projects, designs and creative
work is crucial for the students.
We made the best of digital and
phygital platforms available to
them such as FDCI’s India Fashion
Week, I-View Film Festival 2020,
Arts Thread and more.
Being an academic institute,
how does collaboration within
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and outside of the academia
help?
It is only through outcomebased collaborations and deliberations that academic institutes like
us can develop new ways of teaching, revamp and update curriculums and provide prospects to our
students to be the best in their chosen field. In fact, Pearl Academy is
leading the India chapter of IFFTI
by taking the initiative of hosting
its 2021 annual conference around
‘Fashioning Resurgence’. IFFTI is

the International Foundation of
Fashion Technology Institutes and
has 61 institutes like London College of Fashion, UK; FIT New York;
Amsterdam University of Applied;
BUNKA, Japan and IFM, France
from 28 countries including Pearl
Academy. We are proud to put
India on the global academic map
HTC
of fashion and design.

